review articles THE STRUCTURE-FUNCTION RELATIONSHIP is fundamental to our understanding of biological systems at all levels, and drives most, if not all, techniques for detecting, diagnosing, and treating a disease. The predominant means of collecting structure/function data in biomedicine is reductionist and has thus led to a proliferation of complex data (for example, gene expression arrays, digital images) that captures only a fraction of the structure/function relationship. Gene sequence and expression data illustrates the structure and activities of individual genes but does not explain how these genes collaborate to control cellular and tissue-scale functions. As a result, despite the abundance of molecular details known about wound healing, for example, it is virtually impossible to accurately predict the final functional state of a healing wound. 36 This illustrates a need to build models that represent the structural organization at the organ, tissue, cellular, and molecular levels. Furthermore, such models must capture relationships between these scales and relate them to the underlying functional state.
Data-driven network/graph analysis is primed to decipher cellular interactions in the intricate relationship between protein-protein interactions, genetic changes, metabolic pathways, and chemical secretions, which comprise cellular events. When extended to the organ level, the key challenge would be to link the local and global structural properties of tissues to the overall morphology and function of a tissue. Only a systems-level understanding of the various cellular processes encompassing multiple biological levels will take into account the multidimensional complexity of these processes. If the principles governing biological organization on a morphological, spectral, local, and global scale can be deduced, the correlation between structural and molecular signaling within the tissue can be understood and applied to inform and accelerate studies of organ development and tissue regeneration.
The cell-graph technique 11, 12, 20 aims to learn structure-function relationship by modeling structural organization of a tissue/organ sample using graph theory. Its main hypothesis is that cells in a tissue/organ organize to perform a specific function. For example, the spatial distribution and interaction of cells in a salivary gland tissue is different than that of a brain tissue since they perform very different functions. Thus, if one can understand tissue organization then one can successfully predict the corresponding function. The cellgraph technique deploys image processing, feature extraction and selection, and machine learning algorithms to establish a quantitative relationship between structure and function.
As more sophisticated staining techniques that provide information about different biological scales are deployed (as will be discussed), image-driven modeling with cell-graphs provides a multiscale approach to modeling complex biological systems, as a complementary one to physics-based continuous models and methods (for example, finite element method, fine difference method). While quite successful in various engineering applications, these methods operate under computational scales that capture the macroscale behavior of a system by smaller (micro) scale constitutive relations. For example, the CarParrinello Molecular Dynamics (CPMD) model employs a "microscopic" model to formulate the "constitutive relations" based on a force field between the nuclei, with a "macroscopic" model that uses mechanics for the dynamics of the nuclei. 7 However, complex biological systems have different scales, including molecular, cellular, tissue, and organ levels, than the computational ones. Furthermore, physics-based techniques are parametric and do not leverage the massive amounts of data available due review articles by the location of vertices. The Delaunay triangulation permits the existence of edges solely between adjacent vertices. Thus, only relationships between closely located nuclei are represented. This restriction makes it impossible to generate and test different biological hypotheses for cellto-cell interactions. Second, Voronoi graphs are restricted to planar graphs that are very limited in their structure and do not allow crossing of edges. There is no evidence to justify such a limitation in tissue structural organization. This constraint also presents difficulties with 3D images. Third, a Voronoi graph always has a single connected component (that is, the tissue is represented by a connected graph), which may not be a valid assumption for sparse tissues (those with fewer numbers of cells). Finally, the graph features are limited and mainly computed on minimum spanning trees over Voronoi graphs.
(Various modifications have been proposed to adapt Delaunay triangulations to specific biological systems by changing the triangulation technique and resulting in different neighborhood graphs. 2, 25, 37 However, the feature sets constructed from these neighborhood graphs are limited and mainly based on spanning tree properties.)
The cell-graph approach generalizes graph-based approaches by allowing an arbitrary edge function between a pair of nodes based on a biological hypothesis on their pairwise relationship. In a cell-graph, cells or cell clusters of a sample tissue are the vertices. An edge is defined between a pair of cells or cell clusters based on an assumption that has a biological foundation (or hypothesis). For example, if we believe that cells that are spatially close to each other are more likely to interact (for example, signal) with each other than more distant cells, then a link can be made between them with a probability that decays exponentially with increasing Euclidean distance between them. Thus, links of a cell-graph aim to capture the biological interactions in the underlying tissue. The cell-graphs provide a precise mathematical representation of cellular organization and the extracellular matrix (ECM) that surrounds cells. If the images carry multichannel information, by applying more sophisticated stainto advances in data acquisition, such as high throughput medical imaging techniques, which has been recognized as an important research direction (see https://datascience.nih.gov/bd2k).
In this article, I will illustrate various cell-graph construction methods for different applications, explain the graph features used in tissue classification, and suggest how to combine physics-driven and data-driven paradigms toward a multiscale modeling for better prediction. The discussion starts from a simple graph model and progresses toward more sophisticated ones as a function of staining, and imaging techniques. This review includes both static data and time-evolving dynamic data as well.
Image-driven native tissue modeling. Several different approaches are used to extract features at the cellular and tissue levels to distinguish and classify distinct (mal)functional states such as tumor types in cancer. The features are used to quantify the information carried in the sample, and to distinguish the diseased structures from the healthy and damaged ones.
The first approach makes use of morphology to quantify the size and shape of a cell or its nucleus. 40 At the cellular level, such features are used to classify a nucleus as belonging to a healthy or diseased cell. At the tissue level, the statistics of these features over the tissue are exploited in the classification of a tissue as diseased or not.
The second approach employs intensity, or the distribution of the color values of pixels to define features. 43 Such features may include the mean, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis of the red, green, and blue components, as well as the difference between the red and blue components, and the proportion of the blue component in RGB color space. Given this approach directly derives features from the intensity values, these features are more sensitive to the noise that arises from stain artifacts and image acquiring conditions.
The third approach exploits the textural descriptors as its features and considers spatial dependency of the intensity values to quantify the smoothness, regularity or coarseness of the image. The two most popular models to compute these textural descriptors are those that use run-length matrices 18 and co-occurrence matrices. 22 Fractals that describe the similarity levels of different structures found in a tissue image over a range of scales have been proposed in Einstein 15 and Esgiar. 16 We note that none of the approaches mentioned here can model the structurefunction relationship in tissue.
Prior work using graph theory to model a tissue is based on drawing a Voronoi graph of cells from a tissue image. 26, 42 In these studies the graphbased features are defined on the Delaunay triangulation graph or its corresponding minimum spanning tree. There are several limitations of Voronoi graphs that cell-graphs successfully remedy. First, the edge function in Voronoi graphs is fixed and dictated ing techniques (for example, multispectral fluorescence imaging) it is possible to build cell-graphs that have different types of nodes, corresponding to different types of cells that coexist (for example, epithelial vs. fibroblast) and other ECM entities (for example, basal membrane underlying epithelial cell layers and blood vessels). With 3D images and 3D cell-graphs, such representation becomes more accurate and powerful. Cell-graphs bring the well-established principles of graph theory and provide a rich set of features defined precisely by these principles to be used as quantitative descriptor features. These features could be defined and computed locally from a single node's point of view (for example, number of its neighbors), or globally for the entire tissue sample (that is, the shortest or longest distance in the cell-graph between any two nodes). Cell-graphs can use cell level attributes such as convexity, size, physical contact, shape, and so on to define similarity metrics for establishing links between a pair of nodes.
As an introductory example for application of the cell-graphs, consider automated diagnosis of cancer from digital images (that is, digital pathology). The "gold standard" for cancer diagnosis remains the expert (qualitative) opinion of pathologists specially trained to recognize indicative morphological signatures of different tumors in histopathology slides. This process is not only time consuming but also subject to interobserver variability. The cell-graph method can successfully assist diagnostics by automating this process. For example, consider the problem of predicting cancer for three morphologically distinct tissues (brain, breast, and bone) from histopathology images. Figure 1 shows the cellgraphs of three different human tissue samples in two different functional states: healthy and cancerous.
Methodology
The cell-graph methodology is imagedriven and utilizes different technologies ranging from florescence microscopy to confocal microscopy. While most of the work we report is based on hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained image analysis, the cell-graph technique benefits from more sophisticated staining techniques discussed later in this article.
Formally, let G=(V, E) denote a cellgraph with V and E being the set of nodes and edges of the graph, respectively. The overall methodology is shown in Figure 2 . It starts with image analysis and ends with checking the accuracy of the machine learning algorithms.
Identification of nodes for a cellgraph. Nodes of a cell-graph are associated with individual cells, thus the first step is to distinguish the cells from their background based on the color information of the pixels. Standard imagining techniques can be used for this part of the process. We note that cell-graphs do not require precise cell segmentation and morphology since determining cell locations are enough to identify node set. Cell segmentation is an active area of research and outside the scope of this work; we refer readers to many survey papers on this topic. 21, 29, 44 One earlier approach used for node identification is to have two control parameters: the size of the grid, and the threshold value. 11 The grid size determines the down sampling rate, that is, the resolution of the resultant image. Consequently, a node can represent a single cell, a part of a cell, or a bunch of cells, depending on the grid size. The finer the grid size, the closer a node is to a single cell. For each grid entry, the average values of pixels located in this grid entry are computed and compared against a threshold value to determine the nodes of the cell-graph. Thresholding eliminates the noise that arises from the staining artifacts and misassignment of black pixels in the color quantization step.
There are more sophisticated approaches to cell segmentation and node identification depending on the type of the tissue and how much segmentation accuracy is required. For example, cells can be identified by us- 
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where d (u, v) is the Euclidean distance, and L is the largest Euclidean distance between two nodes of the grid. The model parameters α and β must be chosen between 0 and 1. These parameters affect the number of the links and the connectivity of the graphs. Selecting smaller values of these parameters results in a smaller number of links. Different probability functions such as power law P(u,v) = d (u,v) -α can also be used based on a different hypothesis. Intuitively, the closer two cells are, the more likely that they share a relationship. This probability quantifies the possibility for one of these nodes to be grown from the other, thus aiming to model the prevalence of the disease state in a tissue.
An edge (u,v) can be established deterministically if the distance d(u,v) is less than a threshold (for example, two cells are physically touching each other). This edge function captures cell interaction through adhesion. When the dataset is large, cross-validation techniques can be used to identify the optimal threshold that might signify cellcell communication. In cases when the dataset is limited in size, heuristics such as five times the average radius of a nucleus (for example, 20 microns) can be used.
Note that the presence of a link between nodes does not specify what kind of relationship exists between the nodes (cells); it simply indicates that a relationship of some sort is hypothesized to exist, and that it is dependent on the distance between cells. Surprisingly, the distance measure alone is sufficient to reveal important, diagnostic structural differences in human tissues (see sidebars 1-3 in the online appendix).
Feature extraction. After constructing the cell-graphs, the next step is to define and extract graph features to train machine learning algorithms for classification of tissue functional states. We consider two types of features to be used by classification algorithms: local features at the individual cell level, and global features at the tissue level. Table  1 (in an online appendix accompanying this article in the ACM Digital Library dl.acm.org) summarizes the graph features to capture information from different scales. 6 By computing the distriing eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix of the image 17, 23 with two parameters of interest: R B =λ 1 /λ 2 , and S=||∇ 2 f|| where S is the Frobenius matrix norm and is used to differentiate objects of interest from the background, whereas R B is a measure to differentiate between bloblike structures and ridge-like structures. S will be low in background pixels as the eigenvalues for pixels lacking contrast will be small. In high-contrast regions however, at least one of the eigenvalues will be high and S will be large. 4 For further details, we refer the reader to several excellent survey papers on this topic as cited above.
Establishing edges in a cell-graph. After determining the vertex set V, an edge (u,v) between a pair of nodes u and v can be defined by making use of the biological insight and knowledge of the interaction of the cells in a specific tissue type. For example, it may be more likely that physically adjacent cells signal each other than the ones far away. Such distance-based interaction among the elements is well understood in physical systems based on energy minimization. In the absence of any other similarity measure between a pair of cells, one can adapt a simple Euclidean distance measure for defining an edge between them. Therefore, we translate the pairwise spatial relation between every two nodes to the possible existence of links in a cell-graph.
An edge (u,v) can be established probabilistically or deterministically or a combination of these two methods. For example, in probabilistic cell-graphs 11 the probability of creating a link between any two nodes may decay exponentially with the Euclidean distance between them employing a bution of local features, one can obtain some of the global features. However, some other global features, such as the ratio of the size of the giant connected component over the size of the entire graph, can only be computed over the entire graph. The spectrum of a graph, which is the set of graph eigenvalues computed from the adjacency matrix or from its Laplacian, also provides global features such as the spectral radius and Eigen exponents. The eigenvalues of the Laplacian relate to the graph invariants better than the eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix. 8 For example, the number of eigenvalues with a value of 0 gives the number of connected components in the graph. Moreover, as the eigenvalues of the Laplacian lies in the range [0, 2] , it is easier to compare the spectra of graphs with different sizes.
Feature selection and machine learning. Feature selection helps to overcome the problem of curse of dimensionality and may increase classification accuracy. Note the importance of graph features vary from one type of tissue to another. For example, the most important features for bone tissue classification (using f-scores for feature selection) are the number of nodes (fs=1.685), giant connected ratio (fs=1.094), number of central points (fs=1.607), and clustering coefficient (fs=1.069) (the next f-score value corresponds to percentage of end points which is much smaller). 4 Interestingly, while the number of nodes (that is; cell density) is an important feature for brain tissue analysis, it is not so for breast tissue.
5 Some features such as clustering coefficient and number of central points are important for bone tissue, as well as for breast and brain tissue. Other influential features include average effective eccentricity, number of links, and average path length. While there is a tremendous amount of work on it (for an online repository see http:// featureselection.asu.edu/), feature selection is based on heuristics and different methods yield different subsets.
The selected graph features are input to a classifier such as the Artificial Neural Networks, Bayesian Networks, or Support Vector Machines (SVM) for learning and predicting the functional state associated with the structure. The main challenge from learning perspective is the unbalanced class representation. For example, while there is abundant data labeled as "cancer" class for almost all the tissue types we studied, much less data was available labeled as "healthy" class. Standard techniques such as under sampling and over sampling of data are applied to cope with this problem, and in addition each dataset is normalized and centered. In SVM the test data is classified by determining the side of the hyperplane they lie on in the kernel-mapped space. The radial basis function (RBF) kernel, also referred to as the Gaussian kernel (that is,
2 )), is commonly used as a kernel to map the data into an infinite dimensional Hilbert space. While there are some parameters in SVM that can be fine-tuned to increase learning accuracy, the default settings used in Matlab, LibSVM, and other packages have shown to be sufficient. In order to extend SVM for the classification of three classes, one can employ the one-against-one approach 24 where three two-class SVM classifiers are established for each pair of classes in the training dataset. Each sample in the test data is assigned to a class by these classifiers and the class with the majority vote is chosen as the final result. If there is equal voting for the three classes, the class that has the largest margin from the separating hyperplane is chosen. The Bayesian classifier maximizes the posterior probability, which is a function of the likelihood and prior probability with the assumption that the data points are drawn from Gaussian distributions. The KNN (Knearest neighborhood) classifies each data point to the class that is most common among its K-nearest neighbors determined by a Euclidean distance-based difference. In this study, we test three values K=10, 11, and 12, and choose the values that achieve the highest grading accuracy. Both Bayesian and KNN classifiers can readily handle multiclass classification problem.
We note that classification accuracy of different machine learning algorithms may vary on the same feature set. For example, for histopathological grading of follicular lymphoma (FL) images into one of three grades, a comparison of three classifiers (SVM, Bayesian, and KNN) show different accuracy results 34 (see Table 3 in the online appendix).
The cell-graph technique aims to learn structure-function relationship by modeling structural organization of a tissue/organ sample using graph theory.
ROCK inhibitor-treated tissues were further apart from each other and thus, had fewer edges, or links, per unit area, measurable as a decreased clustering coefficient. The average path length, which measures the average shortest path between two cells, increases with ROCK inhibition and number of connected components, which is the number of cell-linked cell clusters, decreases. Less compact tissue should have a smaller number of linked cells, an increased inter-cellular distance (that is, longer average path length) and, hence, a lower number of connected components. Cell-graph features were thus able to predict known ROCK inhibitorinduced global tissue changes. 6 
Enhanced Cell-Graph Models
This section explores how to go beyond simple cell-graphs without self-loops, multiple edges, and attributes to more complex ones.
Hierarchical cell-graphs. So far the cell-graphs discussed are used to model diffusive structural organizations such as the ones found in brain tissue samples. Other tissue types such as breast or prostate exhibit more complex structural organizations and require enhancing the cell-graph approach further 5 (see comparison results in Sidebar 2 in the online appendix). For example, to model the lobular structure of breast tissue, a 2-phase cell-graph construction is proposed 5 (see Figure 4) . After cell segmentation, first, connected subgraphs have been built to capture the local structure of lobular/glandular architecture so that each connected component represents a lobular/glandular structure. A biologically meaningful hypothesis for this step is that within a glandular structure there is a high interaction among the cells as a function of physical contact. Second, the interactions among the connected components are modeled with the hypothesis that the likelihood of interglandular interaction through ECM may decrease as a function of the spatial distance between them. These two phases may admit different edge functions. For example, intra-glandular edges can be assigned deterministically while interglandular edges would be defined probabilistically. 5 The hierarchical cell-graphs enable us to model and test different biological hypothFinally, the cell-graph features can be used to design specialized kernels as an alternative approach to RBF or polynomial kernels for graph classification problems. Such kernel computation is based on feature-vectors constructed from different global topological attributes, as well as global label features. The main idea 24 is the graphs from the same class should have similar topological and label attributes. A detailed comparison on real benchmark datasets shows that our topological and label feature-based approach delivers better or competitive classification accuracy, and is also substantially faster than other graph kernels. 27 It is the most effective method for large unlabeled graphs.
Feature interpretation. There are three types of cell-graph features: cliqueness metrics (for example, clustering coefficient), compactness metrics (for example, number of central points), and distance metrics (for example, diameter).
It is best to explain the meanings of graph features within an application domain. Recently, the cell-graph technique was used to quantify changes in the cellular dynamics of submandibular gland (SMG) morphogenesis as a function of ROCK1-mediated signaling in this process. 6 The laboratory analysis verified that the average diameter of the SMG increased and that the thickness decreased following inhibitor treatment, which is consistent with the overall decrease in cellular contractility (see Figure 3) . Additionally, the total number of cells is also decreased with inhibitor treatment. This implies the overall compactness of the explant decreases both at the tissue and at the cellular level with ROCK inhibitor-treatment. The values for certain cell-graph features captured this observation: the clustering coefficient in the control tissues was greater than in the ROCK inhibitor-treated tissues. The clustering coefficient gives a measure of compactness of a tissue. That is, cells in the Each connected component of a hierarchical cell-graph corresponds to a lobular structure, which is modeled by using simple cell-graph approach. esizes on the interaction of cells, and glands by changing the edge function.
ECM-aware cell-graphs. In a tissue sample, there is more than one type of cells of interest, including blood cells, cancerous cells, normal cells, stem cells repairing a damaged tissue (for example, bone fracture), and so on. These cells are not only distinguishable from each other by their color and size, but also carry valuable information about the underlying functional state. ECMaware cell-graphs take advantage of the heterogeneity of tissue samples to encode more information. After image segmentation, each cell is assigned a colorcode based on the ECM composition of its surroundings. For each color code, a dedicated cell-graph is constructed and graph features are extracted. As a result, multiple cell-graphs coexist for modeling the same tissue and their combined feature set can be used for tissue classification. Figure 5 shows a tissue sample from fractured bone and corresponding cell-graphs constructed from segmentation, which illustrates that ECM-aware cell-graphs result in high accuracy in bone tissue classification problems 4 (see Sidebar 3 online).
Similarly, Figure 6 captures the spatial organization of epithelial, and mesenchymal cells that coexist during the branching morphogenesis of submandibular gland. 6 Cell-graphs with multiple staining. With immunohistochemical staining becoming more widely used in digital pathology practices, richer sets of biological information also become available to construct cell-graphs that are more realistic and relevant. These staining techniques indicate the expression level of various proteins and provide important information for learning the underlying functional state. For example, for the automated grading of breast cancer in 3D tissue sections, both the distribution and expression level of a lateral cell-membrane protein integrin α3 has been used to hypothesize the interaction between cell pairs. 35 The cell-graph edges have been established based on the integrin α3 densities between the nuclei pairs (see Figure 7) . As the cancer progresses, reduced expression of integrin α3 is observed corresponding to the loss of interaction between the cells which is an important feature for These masks were used to identify the epithelial nuclei (b, e) and mesenchymal nuclei (c, f). Using each nucleus as a vertex, cell-graphs were constructed for control and ROCK inhibitor-treated tissues, respectively (g, h), where zoomed regions of cell graphs corresponding to regions of the original images (shown as red boxes in a and d) are shown in detail. Epithelial tissue is represented by the blue graph and the mesenchymal tissue is represented by the red graph. We discarded the sublingual tissues and only used the submandibular gland. Courtesy: doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0032906.g002 Non-invasive breast tissue sample with two stains is shown in (a). Corresponding cell-graph based on 3D distance is shown in (b) and the cell-graph that considers expression levels is shown in (c). Table 4 in appendix shows the improvement in classification by capturing the underlying biology more effectively. Courtesy: doi: 10.1109/ISBI.2013.6556431.
(a) (b) (c)
review articles mors (epithelial, connective, and neural) were studied in order to determine which structural properties (captured by graph metrics) dominate the differentiation. 28 The cell-lines include MCF10A: Precancerous Human, Breast Epithelial; AU565: Human Breast Cancer HER2+/ ER-; MCF7: Human Breast Cancer HER2-/ ER+; MDA-MB231: Human Breast Cancer HER2+/ER2+; hDFB: Human Dermal Fibroblasts; NHA: Normal Human Astrocytes; U118MG: Human Glioblastoma; NHOst: Normal Human Osteoblast; MG63: Human Osteosarcoma; RWPE-1: Nontumorigenic Human Prostate; DU145: Human Prostate Carcinoma. 28 Although there are limitations to in vitro studies, the cell lines used in this study represent a range of tissue types allowing one to directly compare the structural profiles of various functional states through analysis of cell-graph metrics as follows.
The structural features of underlying tissue samples are calculated on each cell-graph using
where V i (t) and E i (t) represent the list of vertices and nodes at time point t and i represents the index for the cell line. As a result, time series of tissue evolution can be represented by a 3 rd order tensor with the modes: features × time × cellline whose dimensions are I, J, and K, respectively. 30 An entry T ijk in this data cube corresponds to the value of metric i at time point j for cell-line k where i = 1,..., 20; j = 1,..., 6; and k = 1,..., 11.
Two common models in multi-way data analysis are Tucker3 and Parallel Factor Analysis (PARAFAC). 1 A Tucker3 model with orthogonality constraints on component matrices is a generalization of SVD from matrices to high-order datasets and is also called HigherOrder Singular Value Decomposition (HOSVD) 10 or multilinear SVD. Using a Tucker3, a 3-way tensor T R IxJxK is modeled as follows: Three-mode tensor analysis in feature mode for outliers identified six features such as; average degree; clusgrading. Table 4 in the online appendix illustrates that grading accuracy increases by capturing this information.
Recently, a new technique called hyperplexed immunofluorescence technology has allowed unlimited stains on a single specimen. 19 Molecular stains are quantified in single cells and subcellular compartments, yielding unparalleled insights into the biology of intact tissues. Each stain reflects a different biological property-cell types, signaling processes, and so on. As an extension of ECM-aware cell-graphs, one can establish links based on spatial proximities of pairs of cells using the expression of each marker, thus building one cell graph for each marker. We expect the feature set of each cell-graph captures a different biological property. Figure 8 shows the cell-graphs for three different stains. Statistical analysis shows that feature sets obtained from these cell-graphs come from different probability distributions (see Table 5 in the online appendix).
3D tissue analysis with cell-graphs. 3D confocal imaging techniques have been a powerful tool for cell biologists and engineers providing 3D spatial information regarding the location of specific structures within cells and tissues. Some of the work discussed previously used 3D modeling. 6, 35 To capture the 3rd dimension, one needs to stich z-stack sequences with some overlapping. This process requires defining a depth parameter k and then ensuring some overlap between stack i-1, stack i, and stack i+1. 
The features defined on 2D cellgraphs can be used in the 3D case with additional computational demand.
3D cell-graphs have been constructed to model a 3D cellular environment and quantify type I collagen remodeling and fibrillogenesis with respect to mesenchymal stem cell organization over time. 3 In that work, an initial result on how to integrate a physicsbased mechanical model 30 with the cell-graph approach is also shown. The results are verified on multiple experiments and provide the first quantitative support to the hypothesis that continuity between extracellular and intracellular environments is required for stem cell fate determination (see Figure 9 in the online appendix).
Time Series of Tissue Evolution
Up to this point, the discussion on cellgraphs was confined to static histology samples. Here, we are interested in modeling the evolution of time dependent cell and tissue growth.
Spatiotemporal cell differentiation. Recently, in vitro (3D hydrogel models) evolutions of 11 different cell-lines from different tissues that develop solid tu- 28 Importantly, four of these metrics are also the discriminative features for our histopathology data from the previous studies reviewed earlier.
Dynamic cell-graphs. Spatiotemporal development of tissues/organs requires modeling of cell-to-cell interactions over time and has proven to be difficult. For example, while the branching processes in developing organs (lungs, pancreas, kidneys, salivary, and mammary glands) have been studied in detail, we are still far from comprehending the integrated process. 9 Computational modeling of morphogenesis starts with mathematical models for understanding the fundamental properties of cell clusters. 14, 41 These theories were followed by continuum, physics-based models, which considered a tissue to be composed of cells and ECM and described the stress forces between these two structures. 32, 33 Such models found a wide area of applications including modeling of epithelial morphogenesis in 3D breast culture acini, 38 as well as lung 31 and kidney branching morphogenesis. 39 However, these models are data agnostic and focus on optimization of the model parameters for the best outcome.
Advanced imaging techniques provide a vast amount of image data that motivates data-driven modeling approaches. Data-driven techniques based on cell-tracking (identifying the same cell over different time points) are computationally challenging at the organ level. The cell-graphs provide a scalable alternative by tracking the graph properties instead of individual cells. For example, dynamic cell-graphs have been constructed to model the growth and cleft formation in SMG branching morphogenesis. 45 The model takes the initial gland morphology and nuclei locations from an initial image along with basic biological control parameters such as epithelial growth factor (EGF) concentration as input. The EGF concentration levels determine the mitosis and cleft deepening rates. At each iteration of the algorithm, the cells are divided into two populations based on their distance from the gland boundary, namely internal (I) and periphery (P). Subsets I 0 and P 0 of I and P, respectively are chosen to undergo a proliferation attempt. Cells in P 0 that successfully undergo mitosis create new cells (or vertices) V 0 that are added to V.
Cells with identical topology and growth are permitted only at the gland boundary, where a hypothesized "nutrient medium" provided by the mesenchyme is accessible. In the dynamic cell-graph model, this similarity is enforced via the local structural (graph) properties of cell-graphs that maintain consistency in the topology of the SMG throughout the development stages. When first created, potential daughter vertices are placed outside the initial gland boundary in a region within 20° of the surface normal from the parent vertex at a minimum distance of one cell diameter, but less than the specified maximum edge length. Some parameter K of possible candidate daughter vertices satisfying these spatial and angular constraints are chosen, and the daughter vertex with the closest local cell-graph features to the parent vertex is selected as the optimal daughter vertex. These local structural features assess the spatial uniformity (clustering coefficient), connectedness (degree, closeness centrality, betweenness centrality), and compactness (edge length statistics) of the cell-graph. New edges, E 0 , are also constructed based on the distances from the new cells to existing cells in G. Bud outgrowth is modeled by the annexation of new nodes into the gland boundary. 33 However, the main difficulty with this approach is to derive the smooth shape formation from the cell-to-cell interactions as discussed in Dhulekar et al. 13 
Conclusion
This article explored various cell-graph constructions to model the information encoded in the image of a complex structure like the human brain or bone tissue. The main assumption of the cell-graph approach is that cells in a tissue organize in a certain way to perform a specific function; thus, understanding structure would predict the function or malfunction.
Graph theory implementation pro- vides a rich and rigorous set of features that are almost an order of magnitude greater than prior methods, which were limited to a few features. Furthermore, it facilitates new kernels and data mining algorithms such as subgraph mining. These features can then be used to train machine learning algorithms for predicting the functional class label, given the feature set for test data. We note that identifying graph metrics that help to predict long-term functionality by linking engineered tissue structure to function is an important step toward optimizing biomaterials for the purposes of regenerative medicine. Any interdisciplinary work requires strong collaboration between biomedical experts and computational scientists, given that interpretability of the results is crucial. It is particularly important to understand and relate the computational feature space back to the original problem domain to advance the knowledge there. Some of the cell-graph features are not intuitive while still useful for classification and prediction (while they remain effective, interpretability of features poses a specific challenge to the convoluted features obtained by deep learning algorithms).
Finally, we note that a coupling of continuum physics-based models with discrete data-driven models such as the cell-graphs may provide more accurate prediction as the complexity of the underlying problem increases (for example, organ morphogenesis). In Metzger et al. 31 an initial attempt for such model combining is reported by replacing the "springs" 32 with weighted cell-graph edges where weights are calculated directly from images of collagen fibers. However, much work needs to be done in this direction since as reported, 45 the cell-graphs are agnostic to the physical laws that govern the underlying structural organization, and are sufficient to predict complex shape formation and need to be coupled with techniques such as the level set method.
